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Soft robotics is a growing area of research which utilizes the compliance and adaptability 
of soft structures to develop highly adaptive robotics for soft interactions. One area in 
which soft robotics has the ability to make significant impact is in the development of 
soft grippers and manipulators. With an increased requirement for automation, robotics 
systems are required to perform task in unstructured and not well defined environments; 
conditions which conventional rigid robotics are not best suited. This requires a para-
digm shift in the methods and materials used to develop robots such that they can adapt 
to and work safely in human environments. One solution to this is soft robotics, which 
enables soft interactions with the surroundings while maintaining the ability to apply sig-
nificant force. This review paper assesses the current materials and methods, actuation 
methods and sensors which are used in the development of soft manipulators. The 
achievements and shortcomings of recent technology in these key areas are evaluated, 
and this paper concludes with a discussion on the potential impacts of soft manipulators 
on industry and society.
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1. iNTRODUCTiON

Interaction with the environment is a requirement for survival of intelligent life in nature. Animals, 
in particular, have developed a great variety of manipulators to achieve life sustaining, interaction 
based tasks, such as hunting, nest building, and feeding. The morphology and rigidity of their 
manipulators varies according to their habitat and demonstrates evolution specific to the environ-
ment which they have to interact with (i.e., terrain, preys, mates, etc.). The softness and adaptability 
of many animals manipulators allow them to interact with the environment in a highly dynamic 
manner; however, this softness varies in many different ways for different animals. For example, as 
a member of the invertebrates, the octopus thrives in its habitat by utilizing its soft and long arms. 
With its ability to elongate, compress, and bend in multiple directions simultaneously, the octopus 
arm is the representative of soft manipulators in nature (Kier and Stella, 2007). Another example is 
the human hand; the rigid bone phalanges and the soft ligamentous joints contribute to the overall 
strength while also providing the necessary flexibility of the human fingers (Kapandji, 1987). With 
such a manipulator design humans are undoubtedly the most advanced animals, as their manipula-
tor design evolved to allow the crafting of objects and construction of complex structures, from 
micro-machinery to large buildings.

The early work on robotics focused on the design of arms and manipulators which have been 
used in industrial applications for several decades (Nof, 1999). Due to the task definitions, these 
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FiGURe 1 | The RoboSoft Grand Challenge manipulator challenge, 
showing the challenge environment and also a number of the 
manipulator designs created for the challenge.
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manipulator designs were required to achieve high precision, 
large force exertion, and low mechanical flexibility which was 
compensated with adaptive control strategies (Craig et al., 1986). 
Based on the knowledge and the expertise on rigid body dynam-
ics and inverse kinematics, the initial examples of human inspired 
robotic hands also utilized rigid body links, fixed degree of 
freedom (DOF) joints, and low mechanical flexibility. Examples, 
such as the Utah/MIT Hand (Jacobsen et al., 1986), the Barrett 
Hand (Townsend, 2000), the Gifu Hand II (Kawasaki et al., 2002) 
and the DLR/HIT Hand II (Liu et al., 2008), are only few of the 
several manipulator designs which aim to demonstrate anthropo-
morphism constructed with rigid elements.

Changing from a machine-like approach, recently a more 
bio-inspired method has been suggested to build manipulators 
which behave like or consists of continuum soft materials. While 
the early examples still used rigid body links such as in Hirose’s 
soft arm (Hirose and Umetani, 1978), later examples started 
using soft materials and continuum bodies instead. Manipulators 
such as Ilievski’s and Cianchetti’s soft grippers (Ilievski et  al., 
2011; Manti et  al., 2015), the Octopus Arm Project (Laschi 
et al., 2012a), and RBO Hand 2 (Deimel and Brock, 2015) are 
successful examples of soft manipulators which exercise large 
deformations and structural conformity due to their high DOF.

Soft robotics refers to robots which utilize materials and 
actuation methods which are soft, flexible, and compliant 
(Laschi and Cianchetti, 2014). Many examples of soft robot-
ics take inspiration from biological organisms (bio-mimicry), 
which have similar properties of those required for soft robots 
(Kim et  al., 2013). The development of soft robotics and the 
integration of soft materials are a significant change in the direc-
tion of robotics research. The integration of soft materials into 
robotics is driven by both new scientific paradigms and many 
applications including biomedical, service, and rescue robots 
(Iida and Laschi, 2011).

The key underlying principle of soft robotics is compliance 
which allows us to exploit the interaction of the robot with the 
environment. This “softness” provides adaptability and robust-
ness which is seen in natural organisms, enabling tasks such as 
grasping and manipulation to be achieved with ease. Using such 
techniques and methods, soft materials may enable automation of 
tasks which are currently not possible using existing robotic tech-
nologies and solutions (Pfeifer et al., 2012). Such systems have the 
potential to interact more safely within a human unstructured 
environment and deal with uncertain and dynamic tasks. This 
could enable the grasping and manipulation of unknown objects 
in unstructured environments.

Soft robots developed to date demonstrate a variety of design 
choices, using highly varying actuation and control methods 
and displaying great creativity in design. Soft robotics has the 
potential to enable a radical technology change, which encom-
passes not only a shift in technologies but also approach. These 
innovative design principles and methodologies many enable a 
new generation of robots which can become a more integral part 
of the human environment (Albu-Schaffer et al., 2008).

In this paper, we will review the current state of the art for soft 
manipulators considering the material and fabrication processes, 
actuation and sensing methods, and morphology. The paper 

concludes with a discussion as to how soft manipulators may be 
used in the future.

1.1. RoboSoft Grand Challenge
The first RoboSoft Grand challenge was held in Livorno, Italy. The 
aim of which was to bring together research teams from around 
the world, to showcase the technologies and approaches for devel-
oping softer robots, deviating from the traditional rigid design 
principles seen in many robots. The challenge had two elements: 
manipulation and locomotion. The manipulation challenge 
required dexterous manipulators to be developed which could 
complete a number of tasks requiring both significant transfer of 
forces and loads and also highly delicate and fine manipulation; a 
dichotomy which is often hard to achieve in rigid robotic systems. 
The challenge required objects of varying sizes, ranging from 
smaller delicate ones to awkwardly shaped and heavy objects to 
be located, grasped and returned to a box. Second, the challenge 
required an arm to navigate through rigid cylinders and, finally, 
the manipulator must be capable of opening a door using a door 
handle. As such the challenge required the solution developed 
to show delicate and highly compliant behavior and also supply 
enough force. Many robots used a rigid arm combined with a soft 
manipulator, combining the structural stability of the former with 
the safe interactions of the latter. Figure 1 shows the manipulator 
challenge environment and a few of the manipulator solutions 
which were developed by the teams.

2. SOFT MANiPULATORS

In this section, we introduce the main considerations behind 
the construction of soft manipulators, namely, the materials and 
fabrication methods used to create such robots, the actuation 
methods, morphology of manipulators, and finally the soft sen-
sors which can be integrated into manipulators.

There is much variability in the design of a soft manipulator, as 
there is a continuous spectrum between soft and rigid manipula-
tors. Finding the optimum point along this scale to achieve the 
desired functionality, and the associated materials and actuation 
methods is key to the success of the development of manipulators. 
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FiGURe 2 | The position of soft and rigid manipulators in the 2D 
design space. Four key parameters: precision, structural compliance, 
degrees of freedom (DOF), and force exertion define the manipulator design. 
The axes only show quantitative change. Human hands lie on the diagonal 
line (gray colored) of the whole design space which combines soft and hard 
materials.
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There has been some initial investigation of this “hybrid” soft-
rigid design space (Stokes et al., 2013); however, this has mainly 
focused on the development of locomotion robots.

Figure  2 is the overview of the manipulator design space 
according to the choice of materials used in the design. The four 
axes displaying precision, structural compliance, DOF, and force 
exertion do not represent a quantitative results but show design 
trade-offs and hence suggest design choice for specific tasks or 
environments.

Two possible pairings of these qualitative measures are pos-
sible. The first is precision and DOF: the greater the number of 
DOF the harder it can be to control and achieve high precision 
movements. Second, structural compliance and force exertion 
can be paired: the greater the force which can be exerted by the 
system the lower the structural compliance and hence the less 
compliance and adaptation to the environment the manipulator 
would show.

Continuum body manipulators made with soft materials 
exploit large deformation capacities; therefore, they inherit fea-
tures such as a higher DOF and structural compliance. Although 
the precise control required for real-world applications might 
be challenging, the compliance offered by soft manipulators 
overcomes the need for high-computational power and precision.

The field of Soft Robotics is very broad, as such, in this review, 
we aim to cover the key areas of soft robotics manipulation, 
presenting a representative sample of relevant publications. 
Although the definition of soft robotics is not well defined, this 
review is limited to soft robotics methods, not those which create 
“softness” from rigid materials.

2.1. Materials and Fabrication
Soft robotics exploits the compliance and flexibility of materials 
to create manipulators which are highly adaptive and allow for 
safe interactions with objects and the environment. The choice 
of material and fabrication techniques used in the construction 

is therefore key to the development of soft manipulators. By 
removing the design principles and rules used for rigid robots soft 
robotics makes room for inspiration and creativity in the design 
and fabrication methods of such robots. Soft robotics also makes 
use of rapid and adaptable fabrication techniques allowing for a 
rapid design and test cycle, which is often necessary as it can be 
hard to model and fully predict their behavior.

Soft robots are composed primarily of materials with Young’s 
modulus comparable with those of soft biological materials, such 
as muscles, tendons, and skin, which can be typically considered 
to be around 1 GPa (Rus and Tolley, 2015). This includes materials 
such as silicone, rubber, or other elastomeric polymers which can 
be easily manufactured with varying form factors and material 
properties (Elango and Faudzi, 2015). Not only is deformability 
and “softness” achieved by using intrinsically soft materials but 
also by exploiting morphology and material properties (e.g., 
considering orientation, and interactions between materials).

Despite the many advantages of soft materials, their usage does 
present challenges in terms of the non-linear response, difficulty 
in modeling, requirement for self-repair, fatigue performance, 
and potential fabrication limits. New materials such as foams are 
being developed for soft robotic applications and have significant 
potential with innovative properties such as thermally tuneability 
and self-healing properties (Cheng et al., 2014).

2.1.1. Material Casting and Molding
One of the simplest methods for creating soft robotics is using 
materials casting or molding processes, in which molds, often 3D 
printed, are used to cast silicone- or elastomer-based structures 
(Marchese et al., 2015). This can lead to the creation of robots 
using a single casting process which eliminates any problems with 
bonding or joining materials of different properties (Cho et al., 
2009). Manipulators created using this method include pneumatic 
operated manipulators (Ilievski et al., 2011; Homberg et al., 2015) 
as this method allows for easy integration of pneumatic cham-
bers. Other methods of actuation can be used with fabrication, 
with tendon-driven locomotion robots also created using similar 
methods (Lin et  al., 2011). This is an extremely rapid method 
of prototyping and a low cost development method but can lead 
to manipulators which are planar in structure. This method can 
also be used or combined with some of the other processes and 
techniques used in soft robotics.

2.1.2. Shape Deposition Manufacturing
SDM is a layered-manufacturing technology which allows the 
creation of 3D objects by building robots through cycles of depos-
iting material, partial removal of material, further deposition, and 
the use of sacrificial and support material (Merz et al., 1994). This 
hybrid process of molding and machining away unwanted mate-
rial allows solid, fully 3D parts composed of multiple materials 
of different properties to be manufactured (Cho et  al., 2009). 
Sacrificial support material allows for the construction of complex 
and intricate geometries and allows for the inclusions of sensors, 
circuitry or actuators (Cham et al., 2002). A key advantage is that 
complex 3D geometries can be created with limited machinery an 
allows for internal inclusions of compliant mechanism, sensors 
and actuators, as demonstrated through robots such as iSprawl 
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(Kim et al., 2006) and Stickybot (Kim et al., 2008). Such methods 
were used to create a gripper with articulated joints (Dollar and 
Howe, 2006), and other biomimetic robots, many of which take 
advantage of the ability to include sensors within the 3D structure 
(Dollar et al., 2006).

2.1.3. Soft Lithography
Photolithography is a process which has been used extensively 
in many scientific and engineering disciplines including 
MEMS design, sensor design and optoelectronics. A similar 
process, soft lithography, can be used with the same prin-
ciple, however, using soft materials such as the elastomer 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) or other silicone rubbers. 
This is a process already widely used for applications such as 
microfluidics (Xia and Whitesides, 1998). In this process, pat-
terned or relief surfaces are created using molds of standard 
photolithography techniques after which layers can be built up 
(Marchese et  al., 2015). This allows the inclusion of channels 
for actuation and the addition of materials such as fiber, paper, 
or plastic field to provide some inextensibility, which may help 
facilitate actuation or movement of the robot. Due to the wide 
use of soft lithography in microfluidics, the technique and 
materials are widely understood.

Many soft fluidic elastomer robots are produced this way due 
to the ease with which channels can be created. Silicon elastomer 
robots using elastic actuation (Ilievski et al., 2011; Shepherd et al., 
2011) and other methods such as explosion driven actuation 
(Shepherd et al., 2013) have been created using this technique. 
Due to layering process used in this method, this process limits 
the ability to produce truly 3D structures, with robots typically 
having a planar morphology, unable to achieve an amorphous 
3D structure.

2.1.4. 3D Printing
The ability to 3D print materials with softer, more elastic materi-
als properties is a recent development and a key enabling technol-
ogy the rapid development of soft robots. Techniques have now 
been developed to allow 3D printing of soft materials (Lipson 
and Kurman, 2013) and also soft actuators, such as dielectric 
elastomer actuators (Rossiter et  al., 2009). Soft robots can be 
increasingly fully 3D printed (Umedachi et al., 2013) and can use 
a mix of materials of different properties to provide, for example, 
variable stiffness, flexibility, friction, or elasticity. It is now pos-
sible to entirely 3D print a soft robot, as demonstrated by the 
inching locomotion robot which uses variable friction legs and 
SMA actuation (Umedachi et al., 2013), and a combustion actu-
ated variable stiffness jumping robot (Bartlett et al., 2015). Taking 
this concept one step forward, using 3D printing techniques an 
entirely soft, standalone robots including a “fuel” source and logic 
has been developed by embedding microfluidic systems and logic 
within the soft robot (Wehner et al., 2016). This uses embedded 
and omnidirectional 3D printing techniques (Wu et  al., 2011; 
Muth et al., 2014). However, although 3D printing allows print-
ing flexible materials in fully amorphous forms, these materials 
used in 3D printing are relatively brittle in comparison to molded 
rubbers and are therefore often not well suited to some actuation 
methods which require pressurization of the rubber.

Another 3D printing method which can be used to develop 
elastomeric soft robots is spray deposition. By spraying uncured 
silicone onto an existing surface 3D silicone shapes can be 
formed. Using this method, dielectric elastomer actuators can 
be developed (Araromi et al., 2011). Additionally, this method 
can be incorporated into a 4D system in which silicone can 
be deposited to form a multilayered tubular system by form-
ing layers onto of an air-permeable shaft, and this allows the 
development of inflatable balloon-like structures (Coulter and 
Ianakiev, 2015).

2.1.5. Modeling and Simulation
The dynamics of soft grippers can be difficult to model due to the 
high number of degrees of freedom present and the non-linear 
material properties exhibited. Typical rigid body methods for 
modeling which assume rigid links between components can 
not longer be used (Verl et al., 2015). New techniques to model 
continuum structures are required.

Many methods which analyze soft body structures use 
constant curvature approximation (Camarillo et  al., 2009). 
A  steady-state model of continuous body system has been 
developed, although this negates the inclusion of actuators 
(Jones et al., 2009), as does a method which allows the force and 
torque acting on a robot to be estimated (Boyer et al., 2006). 
There are a number of methods for modeling tendon drive 
continuum robots, and these allow non-constantly curvature 
of manipulators to be estimated by considering the inherent 
torsion of the manipulator (Renda et  al., 2012). Methods 
for modeling tendon-driven manipulators include Jacobian 
methods (Giorelli et al., 2013) and neural network approaches 
(Giorelli et al., 2013).

One method which can be used to model soft systems is 
Finite Element Modeling (FEM). By determining the physical 
constrains of the system and material properties, the behavior 
of a soft body can be simulated, for many cases, this has been 
demonstrated to be highly effective (Suzumori et al., 2007). It is 
also possible to use FEM methods real time for the control of soft 
elastomer robots (Duriez, 2013).

There are a limited set of simulators available for modeling the 
response of soft materials. Some simulators have been developed 
using non-linear relaxation for kinematic simulation, whereby the 
system is represented by a system of springs, beams, and masses 
(Lehman and Stanley, 2011; Cheney et  al., 2013). This allows 
the correct physical simulation of large-scale deformations and 
dynamics of very soft materials and moves away from traditional 
non-linear finite element methods.

Additionally, soft matter physics engines have also been pro-
duced, such as Voxelyze, which can be used with VoxCAD. Using 
discrete elements, voxels, allows for efficient computation of the 
force of each constituent element, however, can be less accurate at 
predicting small scale deformations. A voxel-based, mass-spring 
lattices physics engines have also been created, which allow 
simulation of the dynamics of highly deformable heterogene-
ous materials (Hiller and Lipson, 2014). Approaches to develop 
models which are geometrically exact have also been developed, 
taking into account non-linearities and distributed weight and 
payload (Trivedi et al., 2008).
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2.2. Actuation Methods
Soft robotic manipulators and hands need the ability to bend, 
stretch, and contract. The elastic and soft properties of the mate-
rials used require smart actuators which, unlike electric motors 
acting between two rigid links of a robotic manipulator, share 
the property of adaptability and deformability. Several actuation 
methods have been studied to this end in soft robotics, by either 
transmitting the force coming from rigid actuators via cables 
or pneumatic channels, or by building actuators that can be 
deformed such as shape memory alloys (SMA).

2.2.1. Pneumatic Actuation
Bio-inspired artificial muscles driven by pressurized air have been 
around since the 1950s, where McKibben developed a stretchable 
tube surrounded by braided chords, which demonstrated the 
inherent property of contraction when being pressurized, and 
slacking when under ambient pressure. The striking analogy to 
animals’ muscles has inspired many scientists to study and use 
these actuators for robotic applications (Chou and Hannaford, 
1996; Caldwell et  al., 2000; Reynolds et  al., 2003; Liu et  al., 
2014). McKibben muscles have also been used in segmented 
continuum robots to provide antagonistic artificial muscles for 
bending (Pritts and Rahn, 2004; Kang et al., 2013). The McKibben 
technique allows the elastic structure to contract instead of bend 
and expand; yet, sometimes bending and stretching motion is 
desirable. Soft elastic structures without braided chords promote 
these properties and have been studied and built for manipula-
tion (Suzumori et  al., 1992). Recent advances have shown that 
unbraided and channeled silicone molds can be used to actuate 
soft locomotion robots (Shepherd et al., 2011; Morin et al., 2012) 
and grasping robots (Ilievski et al., 2011; Martinez et al., 2013). 
The technique of channeled mold actuators are known under dif-
ferent names, such as fluidic elastomer actuators (FEA) (Marchese 
and Rus, 2015), PneuFlex actuators (Deimel and Brock, 2013, 
2015), or Pneumatic Networks (Pneu-Nets) (Polygerinos et al., 
2013; Mosadegh et al., 2014). The power source for the pneumatic 
actuation is usually obtained from a compressor but also on-board 
chemical pressure generation has been explored (Onal et al., 2011) 
and optimized in terms of valve efficiency (Marchese et al., 2011). 
Pneumatic actuation has been applied to a variety of bio-inspired 
robots, such as a robot fish (Marchese et al., 2014), a snake like 
robot (Onal and Rus, 2013), a manta ray robot (Suzumori et al., 
2007), and even a robot partially actuated by internal combustion 
inside the mold channel for jumping (Tolley et al., 2014).

Many similarities are shared between pneumatic and hydrau-
lic actuators. Both require an internal pressure to operate, either 
produced by a compressor, a pump or a lightweight device for 
portability. The operating principle is essentially the same, and a 
few pneumatic actuators can be easily converted into hydraulic 
actuators (McCarthy et al., 2014). The weight difference between 
pneumatic and hydraulic solutions is an important factor for its 
applications, and it can be explored for the right applications, 
such as underwater robotics (Marchese et al., 2015; Katzschmann 
et al., 2016).

It is important to note that this review does not approach tra-
ditional pneumatic and hydraulic actuators, as seen in industrial 

environments and used in heavier robots. Although we aim to 
be as comprehensive as possible, such actuator strategies are 
very well explored and are seldom observed in robots in physical 
contact with humans.

2.2.2. Cable-Driven Actuation
To fully minimize the inertia of the manipulator, the actuator 
force needs to be delivered from the source of actuation over the 
manipulators limbs to the point of target articulation. Critically, 
the method of force transfer must not limit the movement of 
manipulator or affect its stiffness. Additionally, the actuation 
system must generate a considerable amount of force at the actu-
ated manipulator point. Cables can transfer a force from a distant 
actuator over the manipulator limbs, which enable the moment 
of inertia to be kept low (Camarillo et al., 2008). The cables can 
have very high tensile strength in their longitudinal axis but are 
highly flexible and bendable in other directions. Therefore, they 
can be guided over complex routes and easily conform to the 
manipulator structure, carrying forces only in longitudinal axis 
with no change in size. There must be some consideration for the 
inclusion of a rigid source of rotary or linear actuation to control 
the actuation of the tendons.

Many continuum robots make use of cable-driven actuation 
systems (Cieslak and Morecki, 1999; Gravagne and Walker, 
2002; Hannan and Walker, 2003; McMahan et  al., 2005; 
Camarillo et al., 2009). Continuum robots often have a continu-
ous and compliant backbone with a large number of degrees of 
freedom, for which cables form a simple and straightforward 
solution for attachment and control (Walker, 2013). Cable-
driven actuation has also been applied to replicate an octopus 
arm with silicone for reaching (Calisti et al., 2010; Wang et al., 
2013) and locomotion (Calisti et al., 2011). In analogy to the 
pneumatically actuated fish robot (Marchese and Rus, 2015), 
a cable-driven fish robot has been developed (y Alvarado and 
Youcef-Toumi, 2006).

Tendons are being increasingly adopted for soft robotics, with 
a large number of manipulator designs choosing to use tendon 
actuation, including continuum body semi-rigid manipulators 
(Nguyen and Burgner-Kahrs, 2015) and octopus inspired robots 
(Calisti et al., 2012). However, the additional requirement for a 
source of actuation such as a motor or pneumatic actuator can 
make the systems bulky.

2.2.3. Shape Memory Alloys
Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) have the interesting property of 
being deformable and capable of returning to the initial shape 
when heated. This effect can be exploited for actuation, which is 
being done by programming an initial coil-like contracted shape 
into the alloy. The material can then be stretched and will exert a 
force upon heating which causes it to move back to the original 
coiling, and it is this force that can be used for actuation. These 
one-way SMAs have to be implemented in an antagonistic set-up 
to enable continuous operation (Kim et al., 2009). SMAs have been 
used in soft robotics to create inchworm-like locomotion (Koh 
and Cho, 2013; Umedachi et al., 2013), but there are also examples 
for peristaltic locomotion (Seok et al., 2010). Furthermore, the 
contractile property of SMAs was exploited in octopus like robots, 
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where they were used to allow for contraction of the diameter of 
the octopus arm (Laschi et al., 2012b; Cianchetti et al., 2014b).

With an improvement in the achievable force that can be 
applied, there is significant potential for SMAs to be used to the 
actuation of cable-driven systems.

2.2.4. Electroactive Polymers
When an electric field is applied electroactive polymers (EAPs) 
the material deforms, allowing them to be used as actuators; they 
have the capability to undergo a significant amount of deforma-
tion while exerting significant forces (Kim and Tadokoro, 2007). 
They are used widely in artificial muscles as they are thought 
to have a close resemblance to biological muscles. They can be 
integrated into soft structures to produce soft actuators.

Dielectric elastomers are one example of electroactive poly-
mers. By applying a voltage to the elastomer, due to the polariza-
tion of the material this induced a deformation (Suo, 2010). These 
can be used for highly soft actuators (Anderson et al., 2012) which 
have the advantages of impressive actuation strain and speed, low 
density, high compliance and silent operation. When laminated, 
dielectric elastomers can be formed into complex minimum-
energy state structures allowing out of plane actuation and 
displaying self-organization behavior (Kofod et  al., 2006). Soft 
grippers with integrated polymer actuators have been developed 
(Shintake et al., 2016) which makes use of both electroadhesion 
and electrostatic actuation to grasp deformable, fragile objects of 
any shape with a single control signal.

2.2.5. Underactuated Grasping
The ability to generate a form and force closure on objects is key 
for a manipulator achieving complex interactions (Yoshikawa, 
1996). Form closure guarantees the immobilization of an object 
in the manipulator via geometric enclosure during grasping or 
picking, even if the adopted force is fully passive, and this Section 
approaches a few of these possibilities.

The universal gripper (Brown et  al., 2010) surprised the 
robotic community by its impressive adaptability and compliance 
when picking up various objects through mainly form closure, in 
a semi-passive grasp. Alternatively, the industrial manipulators 
without deformable limb structures (Nof, 1999) can maintain 
a large scale of force closures, but cannot enclose objects which 
require compliance to create a form closure, i.e., non-deformable 
elements. Soft manipulators can be designed without actuation 

to passively explore the interaction with objects to manipulate 
the environment. Figure  3 shows an example of how a simple 
soft manipulator can be designed (Wang et  al., 2014) in order 
to pick and place objects with the help of interaction forces 
(Brodbeck and Iida, 2012). The aim is to generate passive force 
and form closure with a simple design of articulated bendable 
limbs as shown in Figure 3A. While the main closure comes from 
the force generated by the elastic limbs, the gripper aims to take 
the form of the object by deforming around its surface. Hot melt 
adhesive (HMA) is used to realize the gripper design as shown 
in Figure 3B. By varying the amount of materials in the design, 
the limbs remained soft and bendable compared to the tips with 
rigid structures. The sequence in Figure 3B shows that soft limbs 
bend like beams while the tips maintain a contact with the object 
surface and the gripper is pushed against the object using a robot 
arm. The elastic limbs deform around the object and their elastic-
ity generates a force closure and picks the object successfully. The 
object is released by pushing the object toward the ground which 
forces the limbs to deform and lose the contact with the object.

Computational and actuator costs can be drastically reduced 
as material properties can be exploited to create articulated limbs 
and manipulate objects without any requirement for actuation. 
By using a material such as HMA the material properties and 
compliance of the limbs can be easily altered, allowing manipula-
tors to be designed specifically for a given application.

2.2.6. Other Actuation Methods
Under the umbrella of robotics, a wide range of actuating methods 
exists, and there is no clear definition as to what a soft mechanism 
is. There are a number of mechanisms which are not soft as such, 
but behave as if they were soft, by either the addition of an elastic 
component (Pratt and Williamson, 1995) or by a feedback loop 
which senses the external forces and comply to this force at a very 
high frequency (Semini et al., 2008). The concept of emulating 
soft properties is not new and has been around for more than 
30 years (Hogan, 1984), with a great deal of works in this area, and 
it stands as the last resort from traditional rigid robotics to reach 
a more friendly interaction with humans and with the environ-
ment. In this sense, this paper will not approach these methods, 
as the number of publications with truly deformable actuators 
precludes us from giving these methods, such as Impedance 
Control and Series Elastic Actuators, the space to faithfully depict 
their scientific significance.
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2.3. Morphology
Soft grippers have been designed with many varying morpholo-
gies, dependent on the application for which they are required 
and the design principles used in their development. There is 
a spectrum of morphologies with varying degrees of freedom. 
This spectrum can be thought of loosely affecting the qualitative 
measures of the degree of universality with which objects can be 
grasped and also the “in hand” abilities to manipulate objects 
(Figure 4).

At one end of the spectrum is the universal gripper morphol-
ogy, which uses the principle of jamming to alter the stiffness and 
rigidity of the gripper (Brown et al., 2010) allowing objects to be 
gripped and released. This morphology allows many objects of 
varying mass, size, material, and shape to be grasped, which is a 
key strength of the morphology.

Considering bio-inspired muscular hydrostat type manipu-
lators such as octopus arms or elephant trunks (Hannan and 
Walker, 2003), this is a morphology which still has a large 
number of degrees of freedom, but unlike the jamming gripper it 
usually has better defined joints and are arguably considered to 
have a finite number of degrees of freedom. This still allows for 
grasping of many objects, but the ability to manipulate in hand 
is still reduced. There is considerable work on the development 
on octopus inspired robotic manipulators (Grissom et al., 2006; 
Laschi et al., 2009; Calisti et al., 2012) as they have the potential 
to have highly dexterous movement, and many potential applica-
tions such as robotic surgery.

There are also “limb” based multi-finger soft manipulators, 
such as the MIT hand (Homberg et al., 2015), which introduce 
a finger-based morphology, drawing inspiration from human 
hands, and an example of such design can be found at Culha and 
Iida (2016). The large joint deformations of this design extend the 
range of motion and ultimately seek to replicate the high dexterity 
of manipulation which is seen in the human hand.

As discussed, the morphology of the manipulation greatly 
affects the performance of the device and achievable grasping. 
The available materials and design processes allow for significant 

variation in the morphology of a manipulator, and should be 
chosen to meet the specific application for which the manipulator 
is required.

2.3.1. Jamming and Stiffening
The capacity of jamming and stiffening is a great morphological 
feature, as it constrains body parts into shapes that are advanta-
geous to robot/environment interaction. A method to be taken 
into account is evacuating internal channels to cause stiffening 
of the material in order to reach the desired morphology. Indeed, 
the universal gripper (Brown et al., 2010) is exploiting the fact that 
small particles trapped inside a flexible material can become very 
hard and stiff if a vacuum is applied. The effect is called particle 
jamming and has been applied successfully to end effectors, as the 
universal gripper demonstrates with its adaptability to almost any 
shape when inflated, and locking to that shape when evacuated. 
Recently, the particle jamming technique was also applied to a 
manipulator for surgery in the stiff-flop module, together with a 
flexible fluidic actuator (Cianchetti et al., 2013, 2014a). A similar 
effect can be achieved with a pneumatic actuator where different 
layers within the actuator, called adjustable stiffness layers, and 
can be activated to produce a different final stiffness (Firouzeh 
et al., 2015).

2.4. Soft Sensors
Sensing for soft robotics is acknowledged as a significant cur-
rent challenge (Kier and Stella, 2007; Iida and Laschi, 2011). 
Development of soft robotic sensors has the potential to 
significantly improve the control systems and assist with obtain-
ing information from the environment. Soft sensing is focused 
on detecting deformations; this could be a small deformation 
required for obtaining tactile information or significantly larger 
deformations such as obtaining posture information. However, 
this is challenging as soft systems do not have a limited and care-
fully controlled number of DOF, so a single sensor cannot be used 
to correspond to a single DOF. Soft systems have the potential to 
have infinite degrees of freedom, and this means that there can no 
longer be a one-to-one pairing of sensor to DOF, and alternative 
methods and approaches must be developed. Existing methods 
of strain and deformation sensing, and their applications and 
potential limitations are now discussed.

2.4.1. Resistive Ionic Sensors
Highly flexible strain sensors have been developed using ionic 
and liquid metals which have a resistance which varies with the 
strain applied. Typically, sensors can undergo strains up to 100% 
(Chossat et  al., 2013), with some able to achieve 250% strain 
(Park et al., 2012) while displaying high accuracy and reliability 
(Park et al., 2010). The sensors are developed by producing 3D 
printed molds to form flexible polymers (typically PDMS) with 
embedded microchannels. A conductive liquid is injected into 
the microchannels such that the resistance of the liquid varies 
with strain applied to the sensor. Different sensors exist using 
this technology. A flexible “skin” sensor has been developed 
which allows pressure and strains to be identified indepen-
dently (Park et al., 2012) by using multiple layers of sensor, and 
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choosing a specific morphology. Soft multi-axis force sensors 
have been also developed (Vogt et  al., 2013). These sensors 
require careful design of the ionic channels, and the morphology 
must be designed to measure a particular deformation or degree 
of freedom. Using these sensors, strain and pressure can not be 
uniquely identified and electrode attachment to the sensor can 
be technically challenging.

2.4.2. Flexible Electronics
Flexible electronics allow pressure to be detected using highly 
flexible polymer transistors which use a PDMS substrate (Someya 
et al., 2004; Mannsfeld et al., 2010; Schwartz et al., 2013). Such 
flexible pressure-sensitive organic thin film transistors have a 
high sensitivity, low power consumption and have been demon-
strated to have a high stability over time (Noguchi et al., 2006). 
There are also carbon-nanotube film-based flexible electronic 
sensors (Lipomi et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013), but there has been 
limited integration of these sensors into robotics systems. Flexible 
electronic sensors have applications for use in skin sensing, but 
the sensors can undergo only extremely limited strain, so their 
applications are mostly limited to pressure sensing. Current 
applications include mobile health monitoring and remote diag-
nostics in medicine.

2.4.3. Piezoelectric, Piezoresistive, and 
Piezocapacitive Strain Sensors
A range of flexible piezoelectric sensors have been developed, 
including piezoelectric fine-wires which can demonstrate 
extremely high sensitivity to strains, but the range of strains 
which they can undergo is limited (Zhou et  al., 2008; Liao 
et al., 2013). Other methods investigate embedding crystalline 
piezoelectric material into other materials such as a cellulose 
mesh (paper) which allows the sensor to undergo greater strains 
(Gullapalli et al., 2010). Flexible and soft piezoresistive sensors 
have also been developed some of which use MEMS tecnology 
(Liu et al., 2011).

2.4.4. Capacitive Strain Sensors
Capacitive fiber sensors comprise four concentric, alternating 
layers of conductor and dielectric (Frutiger et al., 2015). These 
wearable sensors provide accurate and hysteresis-free strain 
measurements under both static and dynamic conditions. They 
are, however, difficult to integrate into existing systems, and allow 
little flexibility in varying the morphology. Carbon nanotube-
based capacitive strain sensors which can detect strains up to 
300% with excellent durability over many cycles of strain have 
also been developed (Cai et al., 2013).

2.4.5. Conductive Thermoplastic Resistive Strain 
Sensors
There are a number of sensors which incorporate conductive 
particles such as carbon black, carbon fiber, or carbon nanotubes 
into a matrix of thermoplastic or other elastic material. Carbon 
black has been integrated into thermoplastics (Mattmann et al., 
2008) and silicone materials to enable the production of conduc-
tive sensing materials. By contrast, the integration of carbon 

nanotubes has limited repeatability and sensitivity (Pham et al., 
2008). Models for the conductivity of materials with the inclusion 
of conductive particles have been suggested (Luheng et al., 2009).

2.4.6. Strain Sensitive Textiles and Fibers
Due to the increasing usage and interest in wearable devices, 
there has been a recent research focus on textile strain sensors 
to detect posture, position and gait. Current sensing systems 
include thermoplastic thread used to detect upper body posture 
(Mattmann et  al., 2007), thermoplastic integrated into a nylon 
fabric (Cochrane et al., 2007), a strain sensing polymer printed 
onto fabric (Calvert et al., 2008), and stretchable carbon nanotube 
strain sensors integrated into fabrics (Yamada et al., 2011). The 
strains measured by strain sensing technologies are significantly 
lower than measured ionic based strain sensors.

2.4.7. Optical Sensing
A camera to detect the deformations of the inner side of the soft 
fingertip has a particular texture which allows deformations 
to be identified with accuracy and sensitivity (Winstone et al., 
2013). A tactile fingertip with a soft compliant outer surface has 
been developed which allows integration into existing robotic 
manipulators (Winstone et  al., 2013). Although powerful for 
tactile sensing, this technique is not as well suited for larger 
scale deformations and requires the inclusion of a highly rigid 
camera close to the source of the deformation. Other alterna-
tive methods include using fiber optics and photo detectors 
to detect deformation due to the changing in transmission 
through the fiber, however, this requires the inclusion of a non-
elastic fiber into the soft system (Park et al., 2007; Puangmali 
et al., 2008).

It is possible to use an external vision system to track the 
movement of a soft system, which could be used to determine 
some tactile system; however, this would require additional 
infrastructure and does not make use of the inherent compli-
ance of the system which enables the soft interaction with the 
environment.

2.4.8. Sensing Challenges
Although there are a number of approaches to soft sensing, 
there has been limited integration into fully soft, continuum 
style grippers. However, when implemented such adaptations 
present a considerable amount of success (Homberg et  al., 
2015). There are challenges for developing soft sensors which 
can undergo significant deformation and allow localized 
deformations to be determined with accuracy and precision. 
Additionally, there are physical implementation issues. Sensors 
should be developed such that their connection with electrodes 
or wires does not restrict the behavior of the soft system, and 
these sensors should be easy to fabricate and integrate in to soft 
systems.

Although there has been significant development of soft sen-
sors, some of this is purely focusing on the development of sens-
ing material or technique, with limited integration into robotics 
systems. In some cases, such as the Tactip (Winstone et al., 2013) 
entire tactile sensing units have been developed which can be 
added to existing systems. Alternatively, for other sensors such 
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as conductive thermoplastic elastomer sensors, methods of 
retrofitting sensors onto existing structures and manipulators 
has been developed (Mattmann et al., 2008), this allows sensors 
to be added to soft manipulators opposed to designing the soft 
manipulators to include the sensors. For sensors such as the ionic 
resistive sensors (Park et al., 2012), research has mainly focused 
on the development and performance of the sensors, and the 
inclusion of sensors will require designs which incorporate the 
sensors.

By addressing the sensing challenges discussed above, this 
will allow easier physical integration of manipulators in addition 
to enabling increased control of manipulators, and extraction of 
tactile information from the gripper to detect information from 
the surrounding environments.

3. DiSCUSSiON

In this paper, the current state of soft manipulators has been 
considered. Soft robots will have significant applications in areas 
which require compliance and soft interactions, as currently seen 
in human and some industrial environments. However, their 
inherent lack of repeatability, precision, and lower grasping force 
can be seen as a limiting factor for their applications.

However, the deviation from the traditional rigid robotics 
methods demonstrated in soft robotics has a number of key 
advantages, which fit the needs for twenty-first century Robotics 
Applications. Soft robots demonstrate the compliance required for 
daily interaction in unstructured environments. There is increas-
ing pressure to automate industrial and agricultural processes, 
requiring manipulators with a higher degree of compliance that 
can cope with uncertainty and allow for safe handling of delicate 
objects. Soft robotics offer these properties, as such having many 
applications the number of which will only will only increase as 
research and developments leads to increase speed and precision 
of such systems.

This review on soft manipulators highlights the advances in 
morphology, actuation, materials, and sensors for soft manipula-
tors. There is a notably large range of approaches and methods, 
with all aiming to achieve the desired precision and strength 
through different mechanisms. As new technologies arise and 
push the boundaries of these four frontiers the perceived weak-
nesses of soft manipulators will be gradually overcome and the 
uptake of soft robotics will increase significantly. This trend has 
been present with newer products, such as Festo’s FinGripper and 
Soft Robotics Inc’s Adaptive Grippers.

In conclusion, this is still a widely unexplored research area, 
with scientific progress trailing behind the aspirations and 
requirements for such robotic solutions. A better understanding 
of soft manipulators is dependent on a stronger academic push in 
this direction. As the field progresses, there will be new challenges 
to be overcome to develop soft manipulators, but the current 
knowledge base of “hard” and “soft” manipulators will scaffold 
future achievements and lead to the development of innovative 
and effective solutions.
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